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ABSTRACT
Demand for virtual private networks (VPN) are on the increase as enterprises opt for secure cost
effective data networking solutions with specific quality of service (QoS) guarantees. The advantages of
the Internet Protocol (IP) have made it the primary network layer protocol of choice for the future as
well. Nevertheless, the concept of service differentiation and how to specify and guarantee it in IP VPN
are rather difficult and often fuzzy. We propose a class of service (CoS) classification with an associated
QoS parameter set for IP virtual private networks in the wide area. We study various scenarios and, in
each case, we derive the conditions under which appropriate QoS can be guaranteed for each CoS by
policing the aggregate arrival rates of each class from each VPN access interface into the IP network,
thereby eliminating the difficulties associated with accurately estimating the end-to-end traffic profiles.
In addition to simplifying the specifications, our proposal enables the users to exploit fully the potential
of service differentiation in connectionless networks
VPNs have gone from obscurity to being a common method of linking private networks together across
the Internet. Although VPNs initially became popular because they free companies from the expense of
connecting networks with dedicated leased lines, part of the reason that VPNs have become so accepted
is that they tend to be very reliable. Even so, VPN connections do occasionally experience problems.
Here are several techniques you can use to troubleshoot VPN connections.

Chapter 1: Introduction to the project
Introduction:
VPNs have gone from obscurity to being a common method of linking private networks together across
the Internet. Although VPNs initially became popular because they free companies from the expense of
connecting networks with dedicated leased lines, part of the reason that VPNs have become so accepted
is that they tend to be very reliable. Even so, VPN connections do occasionally experience problems.
Here are several techniques you can use to troubleshoot VPN connections.
As a consultant of B S L C (Badiepa Solution Limited Company) I have been given the task to propose
a Point-to-Point link for the company‘s new office. The office consist of two departments (sales, and IT)
located in Manchester.

.1

Aim of project

The aim of this project is to design and develop a remote-access VPN uses a public telecommunication
infrastructure like the Internet to provide remote users secure access to their organization's network. A
VPN client on the remote user's computer or mobile device connects to a VPN gateway on the
organization's network, which typically requires the device to authenticate its identity, then creates a
network link back to the device that allows it to reach internal network resources (e.g., file servers,
printers, intranets) as though it was on that network locally. A remote-access VPN usually relies on
either IPsec or SSL to secure the connection, although SSL VPNs are often focused on supplying secure
access to a single application rather than to the whole internal network. Some VPNs provide Layer

2access to the target network; these require a tunneling protocol like PPTP or L2TP running across the
base IPsec connection. The successful design and development of such a model will be beneficial to
those organization that need to use wireless network for the transfer of data and thus could be
commercially implemented.

.2

Objectives:

The objective of this project is to provide iBasis with a scalable, redundant, secure and manageable
means for remote users, such as their International sales force, to access corporate resources. This dialup solution already exists today which is comprised of a Cisco AS5300 utilizing two T-1/PRI circuits
and a Cisco Secure Access Control Server (ACS) authentication server. To leverage the accessibility of
the Internet and provide a more global access solution, iBasis has expressed the desire to reap the
benefits of utilizing a Virtual Private Network (VPN) solution. Implementing a VPN solution provides
an alternate means for conventional dial-up connectivity to corporate resources. This will enable remote
users to access local Internet Service Provider (ISP‘s) via xDSL or cable modems to reduce cost and
possibly increase throughput. The VPN solution must be able to support their existing client base of
fifty users and future growth of 100% each year. IBasis has expressed the desire, in the future, to
complement the security of the Cisco Secure authentication server by utilizing token password
technology to create dynamic passwords.
Supporting the user community and setting expectations with the remote users is a common challenge
for IT departments. To speed adaptation of this new implementation for their users, iBasis also requires
development of supporting documentation not only for their IT staff but also for their user community.
An interactive Computer Based Training (CBT) and a step-by-step user manual will be created as part of
this project. REALTECH also recommends a user feedback process. This critical portion of the project
will enable IT to receive immediate user feedback and to use that knowledge to better understand the
needs of their user community

1.3 Problem description
There are four types of problems that tend to occur with VPN connections. These include:


The VPN connection being rejected.



The acceptance of an unauthorized connection.



The inability to reach locations that lie beyond the VPN server.



The inability to establish a tunnel.



The VPN connection is rejected

having a VPN client‘s connection rejected is perhaps the most common VPN problem. Part of the
reason this problem is so common is that there are a lot of issues that can cause a connection to be
rejected. If your VPN server is rejecting client connections, the first thing you need to do is to check to
make sure the Routing and Remote Access service is running. You can check this by opening the
server‘s Control Panel and clicking on the Administrative Tools icon, followed by the Services icon.
Once you've verified that the necessary services are running, try pinging the VPN server by IP address
from the VPN client. You should ping by IP address initially so that you can verify that basic TCP/IP
connectivity exists. If the ping is successful, then ping the server again, but this time ping by the
server‘s fully qualified
The problem could also be related to other routing issues. For example, if a user is dealing directly in to
the VPN server, it‘s usually best to configure a static route between the client and the server. You can
configure a static route by going to the Dial In tab of the user‘s properties sheet in Active Directory
Users and Computers, and selecting the Apply A Static Route check box. This will cause Windows to
display the Static Routes dialog box. Click the Add Route button and then enter the destination IP
address and network mask in the space provided. The metric should be left at 1.
If you're using a DHCP server to assign IP addresses to clients, there are a couple of other problems that
could cause users not to be able to go beyond the VPN server. One such problem is that of duplicate IP
addresses. If the DHCP server assigns the user an IP address that is already in use elsewhere on the
network, Windows will detect the conflict and prevent the user from accessing the rest of the network.
Another common problem is the user not receiving an address at all. Most of the time, if the DHCP
server can‘t assign the user an IP address, the connection won‘t make it this far. However, there are
situations in which an address assignment fails, so Windows automatically assigns the user an address
from the 169.254.x.x range. If the client is assigned an address in this range, but this address range isn‘t
present in the system‘s routing tables, the user will be unable to navigate the network beyond the VPN
server.
Difficulty establishing a tunnel
if everything seems to be working well, but you can‘t seem to establish a tunnel between the client and
the server, there are two main possibilities of what could be causing the problem. The first possibility is
that one or more of the routers involved is performing IP packet filtering. IP packet filtering could
prevent IP tunnel traffic. I recommend checking the client, the server, and any machines in between for
IP packet filters. You can do this by clicking the advanced button on each machine‘s TCP/IP Properties

sheet, selecting the Options tab from the Advanced TCP/IP Settings Properties sheet, selecting TCP/IP
Filtering, and clicking the Properties button.
The other possibility is that a proxy server is standing between the client and the VPN server. A proxy
server performs NAT translation on all traffic flowing between the client and the Internet. This means
that packets appear to be coming from the proxy server rather than from the client itself. In some cases,
this interaction could prevent a tunnel from being established, especially if the VPN server is expecting
the client to have a specific IP address. You must also keep in mind that a lot of older or low-end proxy
servers (or NAT firewalls) don‘t support the L2TP, IPSec, or PPTP protocols that are often used for
VPN connections.
This project aims at designing such a model which would be able to provide higher levels of security to
Virtual Private Networks.

1.4 Proposal
Through this project, I aim to create and develop a Virtual Private Network model that will increase the
defense of Virtual Private Networks of Badiepa Solution Limited Company against various threats and
attacks to their data.

1.5 Solution
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) extends a protected network and resources to remote users over a
public network such as the Internet. Careful consideration and planning is required to select the
appropriate technology and components that will provide a balance of security and usability. The
following sections summarize information from the Rapid Assessment and related research as well
as the resulting recommendation for the solution.
The design for the iBasis' VPN Solution is based on determining the following:
 Identifying VPN technology that will best fit the requirements stated above
 Determining the necessary network elements needed to implement the solution
 Placement of the network elements to ensure security and full functionality

1.6 Design Overview
During the discovery process I have identified the following requirements:

 The solution is based on the Cisco product line to complement Badiepa Solution Limited
Company of being a Cisco Powered Network

Access must be achieved using VPN technology

The solution utilizes the existing network elements and related software

The traveling sales force and remote users are located worldwide

User authentication is required to increase security in case of theft of the actual VPN client
equipment

Access to internal defined resources

The solution must be manageable and minimize support requirements
The design includes utilizing the existing Cisco 7120-4T1 VPN router and the addition of an Integrated
Service Module (ISM) to handle VPN processes which also provides a complimentary, unrestricted
license for the Cisco VPN Client software.
After further discussions with iBasis, it has been decided that the 7120 specifications of 50+ Mbps
throughput and 175 Kpps (with ISM, 90 Mbps throughput and 2000 simultaneous users) is sufficient for
their current. Even though the 7140 provide a higher throughput and redundant power supply, the time
it would take to receive the new router is unacceptable to iBasis. The time of completion of the VPN
solution is a key factor as iBasis has many employees overseas with the immediate need for an
alternative method to accessing corporate resources.

Currently, iBasis is incurring the costs of

International users dialing into the AS5300 access server.

1.6 VPN Technologies Summary
The technologies associated with VPN solutions include tunneling protocols, encryption standards and
authentication methods.

1.6.1Tunnelling
Tunneling protocols are used to encapsulate either layer 2 or layer 3 protocols into another protocol to
be transported over a network like the Internet. The virtual communication path that is developed using
this protocol are referred to as ―tunnels‖. Using this technology, a company does not require the use of
private leased lines for Wide Area communication, but instead create ―tunnels‖ across public networks.
Common tunneling protocols include the Internet Protocol Security (IPSec), Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol (PPTP), Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) and Layer 2 Forwarding (L2F).

1.6.2 Encryption
Cryptography, from the word ―kryptos‖ meaning hidden, uses encryption algorithms to provide
information security. The process of encrypting, converting data into a unreadable form, or decrypting,
which is the opposite process, is called a ―cipher‖. Encryption methods include the Data Encryption
Standard (DES), RC4, International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) and Blowfish.

Encryption uses algorithms that are based upon keys to encrypt and decrypt information. Key
algorithms can either be public-key (asymmetric) or secret-key (symmetric). Public-key algorithms use
a different key for encryption and decryption whereas secret-key algorithms use the same key for
encryption and decryption. Public-key algorithms or ciphers use a public key to encrypt data. This key
can be known to anyone. The decryption of information requires a different key, the private or secret
key. Only if the private or secret key is known can a user decrypt information created from the public
key? Secret-key algorithms have the ability to encrypt a single bit of plain text at time (stream cipher)
or can encrypt a number of bits of plain text at a time (block cipher). Examples of secret-key encryption
algorithms are DES, Blowfish, IDEA and RC4

1.6.3 Authentication
Authentication is a method to challenge the device or person wanting access to resources. The most
common and least secure authentication method utilizes a user name and password that will be required
before allowing access. Internet businesses that require a more stringent authentication process can
make use of digital certificates issued and verified by a Certificate Authority (CA).
Certificate Authorities (CA) revolves around the premise of issuing digital certificates to verify the
identity of two parties and they are in fact whom they claim to be. This provides for the authenticity and
data integrity of the information communicated. Digital certificates are primarily used when
implementing public-key cryptography. Utilizing a public-key algorithm generates a key-pair, one is
private and the other is public. The public key, only used for encryption, is passed within a digital
certificate to persons wishing to communicate with the person holding the other half of the key-pair, the
private key.

1.7 VPN Technology Comparison and Analysis
1.7.1 Tunneling
Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), an extension of the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP),
encapsulates the local traffic into PPP and then into Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) packets to be
sent through an IP network. Microsoft has an implementation of PPTP that uses Challenge-Handshake
Authentication Protocol (MS-CHAPv1) for authentication and Microsoft‘s Point-to-Point Encryption
(MPPE) for encryption (40/128-bit RC4). Microsoft‘s PPTP implementation lacked maturity in the
areas of authentication and encryption. Instead of using a strong key-exchange algorithm like DiffieHellman or Internet Key Exchange (IKE), user passwords were used for keys in hash algorithms. The
weaknesses of MS-CHAPv1 supposedly are fixed with MS-CHAPv2 which is available in version 1.3
of Dial-Up Networking (DUN).

Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) is another tunneling protocol, which tunnels PPP traffic. L2TP
combines the features found in Layer 2 Forwarding (L2F) and PPTP. Authentication methods include
CHAP, PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) and MS-CHAP.
IPSec is not a tunneling protocol but does provide for data confidentiality, integrity, and authentication
of transmitted data. Tunneling protocols are used between two communication endpoints by
encapsulating or hiding one protocol into another. Making the original protocol unnoticeable during
transmission. IPSec performs the same function by encrypting the original information and making it
undecipherable during transmission. Authentication methods ensure only the communication endpoints
will be able to decrypt this information.

1.7.2 Encryption Methods
 Given time and resources, encryption algorithms are possible to decipher. The main objective is
to make the process as difficult as possible.
 Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a block cipher that uses a 64-bit block size. This means that
information can be encrypted in blocks of 64-bits.
 Triple-DES (3DES) is an extension of regular DES but uses a 128-bit public-key.
 Blowfish is a block cipher which uses a 64-bit block size but can also use variable length keys
up to 448-bits.
 International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) is a block cipher using a 128-bit key.
 RC4, a stream cipher that uses a variable–bit key (40/128).
 Microsoft‘s Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE) and Cisco Encryption Technology (CET) are
both encryption solutions, however they lack some key features necessary to fulfill iBasis
requirements

1.7.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of VPN
A VPN is an inexpensive effective way of building a private network. The use of the Internet as the
main communications channel between sites is a cost effective alternative to expensive leased private
lines. The costs to a corporation include the network authentication hardware and software used to
authenticate users and any additional mechanisms such as authentication tokens or other secure devices.
The relative ease, speed, and flexibility of VPN provisioning in comparison to leased lines makes VPNs
an ideal choice for corporations who require flexibility. For example, a company can adjust the number
of sites in the VPN according to changing requirements.

There are several potential disadvantages with VPN use. The lack of Quality of Service (QoS)
management over the Internet can cause packet loss and other performance issues. Adverse network
conditions that occur outside of the private network is beyond the control of the VPN administrator. For
this reason, many large corporations pay for the use of trusted VPNs that use a private network to
guarantee QoS. Vendor interoperability is another potential disadvantage as VPN technologies from one
vendor may not be compatible with VPN technologies from another vendor. Neither of these
disadvantages have prevented the widespread acceptance and deployment of VPN technology

Figure: Virtual Private Network: Posted on June 29, 2014 by Motiur Rahman

The full meaning of VPN is virtual private network, which is used for security and privacy of personal
computer, laptop etc. during internet use. Generally this VPN is use by internet user to change their ip or
getting private browsing.

1.8 Resources
The following resources are rewired for the development of the model:
I.
II.

Secured wireless access points
Application gateways

III.

Control servers

IV.

Application servers

V.

Authentication servers

1.9 Special Conditions/ Constraints

Security mechanisms:

VPNs cannot make online connections completely anonymous, but they can usually increase privacy
and security. To prevent disclosure of private information, VPNs typically allow only authenticated
remote access and make use of encryption techniques.
VPNs provide security by the use of tunneling protocols and often through procedures such as
encryption. The VPN security model provides:




Confidentiality such that even if the network traffic is sniffed at the packet level (see network sniffer
and Deep packet inspection), an attacker would only see encrypted data
Sender authentication to prevent unauthorized users from accessing the VPN
Message integrity to detect any instances of tampering with transmitted messages

Secure VPN protocols include the following:


Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) as initially developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) for IPv6, which was required in all standards-compliant implementations of IPv6 before
RFC 6434 made it only a recommendation. This standards-based security protocol is also widely
used with IPv4 and the Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol. Its design meets most security goals:
authentication, integrity, and confidentiality. IPsec uses encryption, encapsulating an IP packet
inside an IPsec packet. De-encapsulation happens at the end of the tunnel, where the original IP
packet is decrypted and forwarded to its intended destination.

Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) can tunnel an entire network‘s traffic (as it does in the Open VPN
project and Soft Ether VPN project) or secure an individual connection. A number of vendors provide
remote-access VPN capabilities through SSL. An SSL VPN can connect from locations where IPsec
runs into trouble with Network Address Translation and firewall rules.

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
A large number of existing literary articles were reviewed so as to conduct a background study in the
domain being reviewed. The existing models and methods that are currently being used to ensure the
security of the Virtual Private networks have been studied in details so as to understand the ground
level technology which is being used (Bera, Ghosh and Dasgupta, 2010). The details of all such
background studies have been mentioned in the following section.

2.2

Domain Based Literature Review



Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) – used in Cisco AnyConnect VPN and in

Open Connect VPN to solve the issues SSL/TLS has with tunneling over UDP.


Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE) works with the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol and
in several compatible implementations on other platforms.
 Microsoft Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP) tunnels Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) or Layer
2 Tunneling Protocol traffic through an SSL 3.0 channel. (SSTP was introduced in Windows Server
2008 and in Windows Vista Service Pack 1.)
 Multi Path Virtual Private Network (MPVPN). Regular Systems Development Company owns the
registered trademark ―MPVPN‖.
 Secure Shell (SSH) VPN – Open SSH offers VPN tunneling (distinct from port forwarding) to secure
remote connections to a network or to inter-network links. Open SSH server provides a limited number
of concurrent tunnels. The VPN feature itself does not support personal authentication.

1. Authentication
Tunnel endpoints must be authenticated before secure VPN tunnels can be established. User-created
remote-access VPNs may use passwords, biometrics, two-factor authentication or other cryptographic
methods. Network-to- tunnels often use passwords or digital certificates. They permanently store the
key to allow the tunnel to establish automatically, without intervention from the user.

2. Routing:
Tunneling protocols can operate in a point-to-point network topology that would theoretically not be
considered a VPN, because a VPN by definition is expected to support arbitrary and changing sets of
network nodes. But since most router implementations support a software-defined tunnel interface,
customer-provisioned VPNs often are simply defined tunnels running conventional routing protocols.

3. Provider-provisioned VPN building-blocks
Depending on whether a provider-provisioned VPN (PPVPN) operates in layer 2 or layer 3, the building
blocks described below may be L2 only, L3 only, or combine them both. Multiprotocol label switching
(MPLS) functionality blurs the L2-L3 identity.
RFC 4026 generalized the following terms to cover L2 and L3 VPNs, but they were introduced in RFC
2547. More information on the devices below can also be found in Lewis, Cisco Press.
Customer (C) devices
A device that is within a customer‘s network and not directly connected to the service provider‘s
network. C devices are not aware of the VPN.
4. Customer Edge device (CE)
A device at the edge of the customer‘s network which provides access to the PPVPN. Sometimes it‘s
just a demarcation point between provider and customer responsibility. Other providers allow customers
to configure it.
Provider edge device (PE)
A PE is a device, or set of devices, at the edge of the provider network which connects to customer
networks through CE devices and presents the provider‘s view of the customer site. PEs are aware of the
VPNs that connect through them, and maintain VPN state.
Provider device (P)
A P device operates inside the provider‘s core network and does not directly interface to any customer
endpoint. It might, for example, provide routing for many provider-operated tunnels that belong to
different customers‘ PPVPNs. While the P device is a key part of implementing PPVPNs, it is not itself
VPN-aware and does not maintain VPN state. Its principal role is allowing the service provider to scale
its PPVPN offerings, for example, by acting as an aggregation point for multiple PEs. P-to-P
connections, in such a role, often are high-capacity optical links between major locations of providers.
5. User-visible PPVPN service
This section deals with the types of VPN considered in the IETF.
OSI Layer 2 services

Virtual LAN
A Layer 2 technique that allow for the coexistence of multiple LAN broadcast domains, interconnected
via trunks using the IEEE 802.1Q trucking protocol. Other trucking protocols have been used but have
become obsolete, including Inter-Switch Link (ISL), IEEE 802.10 (originally a security protocol but a
subset was introduced for trucking), and ATM LAN Emulation (LANE).
Virtual private LAN service (VPLS)
Developed by IEEE, VLANs allow multiple tagged LANs to share common trunking. VLANs
frequently comprise only customer-owned facilities. Whereas VPLS as described in the above section
(OSI Layer 1 services) supports emulation of both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint topologies, the
method discussed here extends Layer 2 technologies such as 802.1d and 802.1q LAN trunking to run
over transports such as Metro Ethernet.

2.3 Technological Based Literature Review
As used in this context, a VPLS is a Layer 2 PPVPN, rather than a private line, emulating the full
functionality of a traditional local area network (LAN). From a user standpoint, a VPLS makes it
possible to interconnect several LAN segments over a packet-switched, or optical, provider core; a core
transparent to the user, making the remote LAN segments behave as one single LAN.
In a VPLS, the provider network emulates a learning bridge, which optionally may include VLAN
service.
Pseudo wire (PW)
PW is similar to VPLS, but it can provide different L2 protocols at both ends. Typically, its interface is a
WAN protocol such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode or Frame Relay. In contrast, when aiming to provide
the appearance of a LAN contiguous between two or more locations, the Virtual Private LAN service or
IPLS would be appropriate.
Ethernet over IP tunneling
Ether IP (RFC 3378) is an Ethernet over IP tunneling protocol specification. EtherIP has only packet
encapsulation mechanism. It has no confidentiality nor message integrity protection. Ether IP was introduced
in the FreeBSD network stack and the Soft Ether VPN server program.
IP-only LAN-like service (IPLS)
A subset of VPLS, the CE devices must have L3 capabilities; the IPLS presents packets rather than frames. It
may support IPv4 or IPv6.

OSI Layer 3 PPVPN architectures
This section discusses the main architectures for PPVPNs, one where the PE disambiguates duplicate
addresses in a single routing instance, and the other, virtual router, in which the PE contains a virtual
router instance per VPN. The former approach, and its variants, have gained the most attention.
One of the challenges of PPVPNs involves different customers using the same address space, especially
the IPv4 private address space. The provider must be able to disambiguate overlapping addresses in the
multiple customers‘ PPVPNs.

Signal-Hiding Techniques:

.BGP/MPLS PPVPN
In the method defined by RFC 2547, BGP extensions advertise routes in the IPv4 VPN address family,
which are of the form of 12-byte strings, beginning with an 8-byte Route Distinguisher (RD) and ending
with a 4-byte IPv4 address. RDs disambiguate otherwise duplicate addresses in the same PE.
PEs understand the topology of each VPN, which are interconnected with MPLS tunnels, either directly
or via P routers. In MPLS terminology, the P routers are Label Switch Routers without awareness of
VPNs.
Virtual router PPVPN
The Virtual Router architecture, as opposed to BGP/MPLS techniques, requires no modification to
existing routing protocols such as BGP. By the provisioning of logically independent routing domains,
the customer operating a VPN is completely responsible for the address space. In the various MPLS
tunnels, the different PPVPNs are disambiguated by their label, but do not need routing distinguishers.

Unencrypted Tunnels:
Some virtual networks may not use encryption to protect the privacy of data. While VPNs often provide
security, an unencrypted overlay network does not neatly fit within the secure or trusted categorization.
For example, a tunnel set up between two hosts that used Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) would
in fact be a virtual private network, but neither secure nor trusted.
Native plaintext tunneling protocols include Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) when it is set up
without IPsec and Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) or Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption
(MPPE).

Trusted delivery networks
Trusted VPNs do not use cryptographic tunnelling, and instead rely on the security of a single provider‘s
network to protect the traffic.



Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) often overlays VPNs, often with quality-of-service control
over a trusted delivery network.
Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) which is a standards-based replacement, and a compromise
taking the good features from each, for two proprietary VPN protocols: Cisco‘s Layer 2 Forwarding
(L2F) (obsolete as of 2009) and Microsoft‘s Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP).

From the security standpoint, VPNs either trust the underlying delivery network, or must enforce
security with mechanisms in the VPN itself. Unless the trusted delivery network runs among physically
secure sites only, both trusted and secure models need an authentication mechanism for users to gain
access to the VPN.

VPNs in mobile environments
Mobile VPNs are used in a setting where an endpoint of the VPN is not fixed to a single IP address, but
instead roams across various networks such as data networks from cellular carriers or between multiple
Wi-Fi access points. Mobile VPNs have been widely used in public safety, where they give law
enforcement officers access to mission-critical applications, such as computer-assisted dispatch and

criminal databases, while they travel between different subnets of a mobile network. They are also used
in field service management and by healthcare organizations, among other industries.
Increasingly, mobile VPNs are being adopted by mobile professionals who need reliable connections.
They are used for roaming seamlessly across networks and in and out of wireless coverage areas without
losing application sessions or dropping the secure VPN session. A conventional VPN cannot survive
such events because the network tunnel is disrupted, causing applications to disconnect, time out, or fail,
or even cause the computing device itself to crash.
Instead of logically tying the endpoint of the network tunnel to the physical IP address, each tunnel is
bound to a permanently associated IP address at the device. The mobile VPN software handles the
necessary network authentication and maintains the network sessions in a manner transparent to the
application and the user. The Host Identity Protocol (HIP), under study by the Internet Engineering Task
Force, is designed to support mobility of hosts by separating the role of IP addresses for host
identification from their locator functionality in an IP network. With HIP a mobile host maintains its
logical connections established via the host identity identifier while associating with different IP
addresses when roaming between access networks.

VPN on Routers
With the increasing use of VPNs, many have started deploying VPN connectivity on routers for
additional security and encryption of data transmission by using various cryptographic techniques.
Setting up VPN services on a router will allow any connected device(s) to use the VPN network while it
is enabled. This also makes it easy to set up VPNs on devices that do not have native VPN clients such
as Smart-TVs, Gaming Consoles etc. Provisioning VPN on the routers will also help in cost savings and
network scalability.
Many router manufacturers like Cisco Linksys, Asus and Netgear supply their routers with built-in VPN
clients. Since these routers do not support all the major VPN protocols, such as Open VPN, many tend
to flash their routers with alternative open source firmware such as DD-WRT, Open WRT and Tomato
which support multiple VPN protocols such as PPTP and Open VPN.
Limitations:
Not every router compatible with open source firmware which depends on the built-in flash memory and
processor. Firmware like DD-WRT require a minimum of 2 MiB flash memory and Broadcom chipsets.
Setting up VPN services on a router requires a deeper knowledge of network security and careful
installation. Minor misconfiguration of VPN connections can leave the network vulnerable.
Performance will vary depending on the ISP and their reliability.

Networking limitations
one major limitation of traditional VPNs is that they are point-to-point, and do not tend to support or
connect broadcast domains. Therefore communication, software, and networking, which are based on
layer 2 and broadcast packets, such as NetBIOS used in Windows networking, may not be fully
supported or work exactly as they would on a real LAN. Variants on VPN, such as Virtual Private LAN
Service (VPLS), and layer 2 tunneling protocols, are designed to overcome this limitation.

A VPN, as its name suggests, is just a virtual version of a secure, physical network—a web of
computers linked together to share files and other resources. But VPNs connect to the outside world
over the Internet, and they can serve to secure general Internet traffic in addition to corporate assets

Implementation Star Methodology:
The following section describes the Virtual Private Network‘s Implementation Methodology that will
facilitate tracking of milestones for this project, the ease of timeline creation and simplification to
implementation procedures

Star Topology Diagram
In Star topology, all the components of network are connected to the central device named ―hub‖.
Which may be a hub, a router or a switch. In the Star Topology all the workstations are linked to central
device with a point-to-point connection. So every computer is indirectly related to every other node by
the help of ―hub‖.
All the data on the Star Topology passes done the central device before reaching the planned
destination. Hub performs a connexion to connect different nodes present in Star Network, and at the
same time it accomplishes and controls whole of the network. Depending on which central device is
used, ―hub‖ can act as repeater or signal booster. Central device can also communicate with other hubs
of different network. Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) Ethernet cable is used to connect workstations to
central node.


Advantages of Star Topology:
Star Topology gives better performance if you compare it to Bus Topology. Signals don‘t necessarily

get transmitted to all the workstations. A sent signal can reach the envisioned destination after passing
through no more than 3-4 devices and 2-3 links. Performance of the network is reliant on the volume of
central hub.

Not difficult to connect new nodes or devices. In Star Topology new nodes can be added easily
without affecting rest of the network. Likewise components can also be removed easily.

Centralized management. It helps in monitoring the network. Let-down of one node or link
doesn‘t affect the rest of network. At the same time, it‘s easy to detect the failure and troubleshoot it.

Disadvantages of Star Topology:
There is too much dependence on central device has its own drawbacks. If it fails whole network goes
down.

The importance of using of hub, a router or a switch as central device rises the general cost of the
network.

Performance and as well number of nodes which can be added in such topology is depended on
capacity of central device.

Pre-Implementation
The steps within this stage will follow immediately after the delivery and acceptance of this Scope of
Work.
Procurement of the necessary hardware and software are based on the recommended solution list found
in Recommended VPN Network Elements and Software. Ancillary materials such as cables and hubs
are listed as part of iBasis‘ responsibilities.
The recommended solution uses 168-bit encryption in the Cisco 7120 router, registration for higher
encryption IOS software must be done during the software purchasing process.
Plan development and acceptance
I will provide Badiepa Solution Limited Company with two deliverables to ensure the recommended
solution will be thoroughly tested and customized to iBasis needs. The deliverables are as follows:

Test Plan

I will be developing a test plan to verify the functionality of the proposed VPN solution. iBasis will
review and validate the test plan to address possible issues that were not foreseen by REALTECH. A
VPN test plan is comprised of network system tests and user system testing. The test plan includes the
following:
 IP connectivity from network systems to user systems
 VPN client connectivity to VPN router

VPN authentication functions

VPN users‘ system ability to browse Network Neighborhood

VPN client NT domain login

VPN session termination on timeout

User feedback plan
Badiepa Solution Limited Company‗s staff will identify six test users who will use the VPN solution.
The six test users should be selected to ensure a complete test of this solution. After the six test users
install and configured the VPN Client software, they will be asked to fill out a feedback questionnaire.
The feedback questionnaire and the collection and distribution method will be developed in conjunction
with BSLC to maximize the effectiveness of this process.
Sample system configuration
During the Implementation stage, sample system configurations and preparations will be made on the
following network elements:
Cisco Catalyst 6509
Reserve a switch port on both internal and external VLANs in the Catalyst 6509 for the placement of the
Cisco 7100 router. The port assignments are to be made by iBasis IT staff. These ports are then
manually configured for setting of 100Mb full duplex with port fast enable.
Cisco 7120 Router
Configure both external and internal Fast Ethernet interfaces on the router with an IP addresses
(assigned by iBasis) and descriptions of the interfaces. The router is then configured for client initiated
VPN access. This includes the creation of the internal VPN IP address pool, the ISAKMP transform
map, the IPSec encryption algorithm and the client dynamic map with extended authentication. The IP
network address range is to be provided by iBasis IT staff and should be an entire class C network. Xauth uses TACACS+ to authenticate users wanting access. These TACACS+ authentication requests
will be processed by a Cisco Secure Server, which will perform a search through the NT domain SAM
databases for request validation. Routing for the internal interfaces will be handled by OSPF that directs

the VPN traffic through the internal network. Routing for the external interface will be performed by a
static route, which will be pointing to the HSRP address of the external routers.
Cisco VPN Client 1.1 security policy
REALTECH will generate a VPN client security policy from a pre-installed VPN Security Policy
Editor. This security policy will serve as a standard policy for all VPN clients. The security policy
editor will be configured as follows:










Add new connection policy
Configure Secure Gateway Address
Configure client‘s identity
Setup pre-share key
Configure authentication proposal
Configure key exchange proposal
Configure SA lifetimes to allow for session timeout
Configure encryption and authentication methods

After configuration, the VPN policy will be saved to a file and the file will be transferred and loaded
into other VPN clients.
Review drafts and ‘sign off’
This is the final stage of the documentation process before distributing it to the test users. iBasis will
review the document and provide comments/feedback to REALTECH. After considering the comments
and implementing any changes, the document will be distributed to the test users during the
implementation stage of the project. Their comments and feedback will be incorporated into the user
manual. After final changes to the documentation has been made, REALTECH and iBasis will ‗signoff‘ on the document and have it ready for distribution.
Creation of CBT:
A CBT will be created to provide IT users with VPN client training. The organization‘s Training
Department, with the input of Badiepa Solution Limited Company engineers, will work closely with IT
to customize the CBT. After the user manual is created, BSLC‘s Training Department will create a
project plan based on the resources needed to complete this task.
In order to develop the security model, a prototype methodology has been chosen. Using this
methodology, a working prototype of the model is designed so as to check the functional efficiency of
the design, before the actual system is build. The prototypes undergo various changes in different stages
of the development, and the finalized designed is implemented as a working system.
During the prototype is built, the following activities are performed:

i.

Requirement Gathering

ii.

Feasibility Study

iii.

System Analysis

iv.

Software Design

v.

Coding and Testing

vi.

Integration and Implementation

Chapter 3. Analysis and design:
3. 1 Introduction:
Analysis and Design is considered as one of the most important part of conducting a technical project, as
the ideas that are generated from the exhaustive survey of the existing literary works are found to be of
immense help while developing the designs of a model that could serve the purpose of the project. In
this project, the wide range of literary works that have been reviewed have been influential in the
process of designing the VPN models that could reduce the vulnerabilities of the wireless networks to
various threats and security attacks that are constantly being made by intruders. Needless to say the
implementation of such a model would be helpful in hindering thee malicious activities attempted by the
intruders (Wan and Alagar, 2014).
The system which has been designed so as to reduce the vulnerabilities of wireless network systems has
been discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Functional and non-functional requirements
3.2.1 Functional requirements
The functional requirements of the system that is being designed so as to reduce the vulnerabilities of a
wireless network towards the various threats and attacks have been discussed in the following section:
1. Performance management: the system being designed should be able to monitor the performance of
the system (Wang, Guo and Zhan, 2010).
2. Configuration Management: the designed system should be able to perform configuration
management of the network.
3. Management of the accounts or the usage of the network.

3.2.2 Nonfunctional requirements
The nonfunctional requirements of the system have been discussed in the following section:
1. Fault management: The system being designed should be able to detect the various issues or
problems that the wireless network experiences. The designed system should also be able to fix such
defects and prepare reports of such incidents, besides maintaining logs for each of the defects that have
been detected (West phall and Mueller, 2010).
2. Security Management: is yet another nonfunctional requirement for the system being designed. The
system administrator should be able to make changes to the security settings of the system such that the
resources of the network function according to the security guidelines implemented by the business
organizations (Williams, 2012).
3. The system being designed should be able to provide the users with the authority to access the
various nodes if the system.
4. The security manages should be able to identify those resources which are crucial to the proper
functioning of the wireless network using the designed system. The determination of the resources
which are essential for the system would help the managers to assign the accessibility of the users to
these resources (Zhang and Chen, 2012).

3.2 Discuss the Analysis with Evidence
Considering the various functional requirements and the non-functional requirements of the system to be
developed, various security models have been designed which essentially meet the requirements (Zhang
and Chen, 2012).
Managing the performance of the various access nodes so as to ensure the security of the entire wireless
network is one of the core functionalities that has to be provide by such models. The activities related to
the performance monitoring of the network include the measurement of the normal levels of data
requests or access requirements being requested by the users of the network. Monitoring the effective
user response times or the measurement of line utilization helps in the detection of abnormal wireless
behavior (Zic et al. 2012).
Configuration management functionality is associated with the maintenance of the network inventory
and the proper configuration of the wireless network system. The information being saved by this

process would be helpful in the detection of the various problems that might arise due to the issue in
interoperability of the systems (Aksu et al. 2012).
The management of the accounts in order to measure the amount of data or information which is being
used by the users of the system and the total billable amount for such purposes is yet another functional
requirement for the system being designed. The proper management of the accounts ensures the fact that
all the resources of the network are functioning to their fullest capacity and no rouge access point is
operating within the secured network (Araujo et al. 2012).
Thus, according to the findings reported by experts conducting researches in this domain, any network
security system must incorporate the above mentioned functionalities.
While conducting the literature review, we came accords certain materials which indicated that cloud
services could also be used so as to secure the wireless networks. Thus, it has been decided that the
storage of data generated by the business organization, controlling the access to the data and keeping
the backup of data would be performed using Cloud based services, SAS services to be more specific.

Design of the project

Figure: Network diagram

The network security model that will be used to provide security to the Virtual Private networks has
been depicted in the above figure. As depicted, the applications servers would not have the access to any
sensitive data, thus providing security against hacking. The entire network is protected by a fire wall
that would limit the access of the outsiders to the data being stored and transported across the network.
The access points will be secured by double authentication to as to ensure that only legitimate users are
able to gain access to the network.

Chapter 4. Development and implementation
Stage II is the implementation.

This stage incorporates the installation and configuration of the

equipment in addition to the distribution of the client software to the six test users. After the equipment
configuration, testing will be conducted according to the test plan developed in Stage I.

The

questionnaires will be collected after the testing for review. By the end of this stage, both the user
manual and CBT will be completed and ready for distribution.
Hardware configuration
The necessary hardware will be installed onto the production network with minimal impact to iBasis‘
network. This includes the mounting of the Cisco equipment, inserting the new ISM module and
connecting the router on the external and internal Fast Ethernet networks (parallel to the existing PIX
firewall).
System configuration
All systems will be configured according to the sample configuration document from the Preimplementation. The following are the systems that need to be configured:





Cisco Catalyst 6509
Cisco 7120 Router
Cisco Secure Server
User laptop configurations

Testing
A test of the client initiated VPN solution will be performed according to the test plan developed during
the Pre-implementation. The test will be performed in the presence of a BSLC‘ staff for validation. The
I will check off the validity of the test as it is done. A signature will be obtained from the iBasis test
personnel after all tests in the test plan have been passed.

Post-documentation
I will submit documentation to iBasis upon completion of this project. I will receive two hard copies
that contain the following:

Summary of project goals and work performed
 Logical diagram(s) of the VPN network solution

Inventory of installed hardware components including serial, part numbers and warranty
contracts
 Hard and soft copies of the modified switch and router configurations
 Snapshots and descriptions of VPN client configurations
 Descriptions of modified server configurations
 Descriptions of laptop configurations
 Customer concurrence testing checklist and sign-off
Implement rollout support
Badiepa Solution Limited Company‘s engineering staff remains on-site monitoring network
performance and responding to any issues raised by BSLC‘s staff. In general, standard post-rollout
support includes a BSLC engineer to be on-site for at least 2 days (4 hours each day) after rollout and
will be responsible for resolving network connectivity issues and escalating problems.

Figure: working model of the project in packet tracer
Since WEP encryptions alone cannot guarantee the security of the networks or the other information
that are being transmitted across the network, yet placing a large number of hurdles that the intruders
have to overcome in order to gain access to the information have been effective in many other security
models(Ferng, Nurhakim and Horng, 2013). Thus the very same policy has been adopted in this case.

A two way authentication security system has been used in order to secure the system form the
malicious activities of the intruders or the attackers. A secured application gateway ensures that only
authorized users are able to gain access to the node of the wireless security system, whereas
authentication from the user‘s side ensures that the person making requests for accessing the wireless
network is a valid user (Fong, Parr and Morrow, 2010). The second authentication procedure has been
implemented with the use of a secure ID and password system. The users have to validate themselves to
the designed security system by the proper use of these two pieces of information (Gheorghe, Lo Cigno
and Montresor, 2010).

Chapter 5. Testing the evaluating the project
The system being designed will be subjected to the following testing procedures in order to make sure
that the security levels of the VPN system has indeed been enhanced (Hashim, Munasinghe and
Jamalipour, 2010):
1. Threat modeling: The various components of the entire system are considered in order to evaluate
their individual vulnerabilities to security risks (Jung and Peradilla, 2011).
2. Penetration testing: The configuration of the entire network security system is reviewed in order to
ensure that a maximum security level exists in the network, a test process known as the network
penetration process. The various applications that run on the wireless network are also tested for similar
reasons, a process known as the application penetration test (Kaseva, Hämäläinen and Hännikäinen,
2011).
3. The various cookies and other such information that are continuously being stored at the devices
which are connected to the wireless network need to be tested regularly in order to test the effective
security of the system(Kim, Ikhlef and Schober, 2012).

Chapter 6.
6.1 Brief Description:
In this section of the project, the schedule according to which the project will progress has been
discussed.

6.2 Gantt Chart:
The project is proceeding according to the following schedule:
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Problem description
To establish the safest method of data exchange communication
between London and Manchester offices.

Proposal
Virtual Private Network

Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a very secure point-to-point
networking technology that provides secure remote access to a public
or private networks. VPN uses TCP/IP tunneling protocol for secured
transmission of data.

SOLUTION
model of the project worked in
packet tracer.

Literature Review
A large number of existing literary articles were reviewed so as to
conduct a background study in the domain being reviewed. The
existing models and methods that are currently being used to ensure
the (Virtual Private Network) VPN has been studied in details so as to
understand the ground level technology which is being used.

The following topics will be reviewed
• Layer 2 Tunneling protocol
• IP security
• Transport Layer Security

Analysis and design
Analysis and Design is considered as one of the most important part
of conducting a technical project, as the ideas that are generated
from the exhaustive survey of the existing literary works are found to
be of immense help while developing the designs of a model that
could serve the purpose of the project. In this project, the wide range
of literary works that have been reviewed and also have been
influential in the process of designing the VPN

Implementation and Testing
The system being designed will be subjected to the following testing
procedures
• Authentication: to ensure user authentication
• Point-to-point encryption: To ensure that information is not
compromised or accessed by third parties.
• IP security: To ensure that incoming and outgoing data is
encrypted

NETWORK
IMPLEMENTATION
DIAGRAM FOR THE
PROPOSED
SOLUTION
Wide Area Network with VPN pointto-point link

Thank You

Questions

Chapter 7. Limitations and Features Work

Limitations:
During my project studies in the college, problems (no enough time to concentrate on my project, I have
to drop my children to school and picked them after school, I have to work at night) were added and I
was overwhelmed after. This plague was caused by an attitude or an erroneous perception of workload.
The first cause of my overflow feeling was too much to do. The 2 years that I have spent at Saint
Patrick's college gave me a good education and good knowledge in the field of technology. I know now
what Network Telecommunication means. This project that I gave myself was not reached the grade I
was focused when I entered at the college, I do not have enough time to finish it on time. I can't use
correctly Packet Tracer after trying with my friends and also with my own researches. Because of the
lack of time, this unit cannot be finished in the college on time because there is too much things to learn
which I did not achieve during my 2 years studies. At the end of my researches, I met the lecturer Alan
who game me more attention regarding how to configure packet tracer. I have to complete this topic in
my one year top up in University.

Features Works:
Since the project is not finished at the College, I am obliged to go to the University for a superior grade
in the interest of having a deposed thorough regarding the use of packet tracer plot that I didn't finish
because of the limit of time that was given to me at the college. One year on top of the 2 years I spent at
college would allow me to have a good base and better knowledge on Network Telecommunication and
it will open for me the way to return the better current life with an important intellectual baggage that
would give me access to a good job in the future, because my objectivity would be to work in a large
bank square like Barclays Bank Plc. To achieve this goal, I have to work harder at the University in all
the units which would be presented to me.

Closeout meeting
The closeout meeting concludes phase I of the VPN solution project. The purpose of the meeting is to
go over the closeout summary of the project and present the post-documentation to Badiepa Solution
Limited Company‘ engineers

8. Conclusion
To give this organization the necessary versatility to support future unknown, possible multi-vendor
customer premise equipment, I recommends IPSec. IPSec will provide the organization with the
capability to support three essential components of a secured VPN connection: packet authentication,
encryption and tunneling.
The encryption protocol to be selected depends on the level of security required and the laws governing
the export and import of this technology. The sensitivity of information being transported will decide
whether strong encryption (128-bit) will be used. Security must also be weighed against performance.
Security should not be increased to a point where the performance of the secure transmission is
substantially degraded.
A key factor in defining the solution are the International iBasis offices and their need to create a VPN
back to the United States. Even though the United States has relaxed its regulations of exporting 128-bit
encryption technology, Badiepa Solution Limited Company is extremely concerned with the laws
governing this in other countries. Because of this, it has been decided to implement the minimal bit size
key used for encryption/decryption. The use of the Cisco product line and IPSec currently only allows
for DES and 3DES encryption methods.
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ABSTRACT
In the current scenario, companies often look for secure, cost effective data communication solutions.
Their demand for such kind of solutions with guaranteed services. Due to this reason, the companies
look for Virtual Private Networks (VPN). The Internet Protocol (IP) has made VPN the ultimate choice
for the future. It has been seen that the level of service differentiation to implement it in IP VPN is not
an easy task. A proposal for class of service (COS) classification has been taken into consideration with
the association of QOS parameter set. It is done to establish VPN in a wide area. Various scenarios will
be studied where appropriate QOS are targeted to be met under each COS. It is done for doing
streamlined communication for each VPN access interface. This interface is aimed to connect with the
IP network. If the end to end traffic profiles can be estimated, then the difficulties in the network can be
healed. To reduce the complexity of the specifications, the proposal aims the users to make themselves
involved in wireless networks.
VPNs have become the ultimate choice nowadays regarding connecting the interlinked private
networks on the internet. VPNs are very reliable in nature. They reduce the expense of connecting the
systems through leased lines. In the case of VPN connection, the dedicated leased lines are not required.
Due to this reason, VPNs have become very reliable. The VPN connections often face issues. The given
statements are some of the techniques how issues can be dealt with:
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Chapter 1: Project Introduction

Introduction
It has been seen that VPNs have undergone through some problems while linking the private networks
on the internet. It is noticed that VPN does not require the dedicated leased lines which are very
expensive. Therefore, VPN makes the companies free from the additional costs incurred in the leased
lines. Thus, VPN has proved that it is much more reliable in its usage (Abramson and Sinha 2012). The
problems which VPN face are infrequent. Some of the troubleshooting procedures are mentioned below.
The BSLC (Badiepa Solution Limited Company) has appointed me as the consultant to a new project
and has assigned me a task to make a proposal for the creation of a Point to Point link. The link has been
aimed at the company's new office (Aggarwal et al. 2014). There are two departments of the office
located in Manchestor. The departments are Sales and IT respectively.

1. Project Aim
The project has the aim to develop and design a VPN of remote access. It is a public communication set
up where the users can access the network of the organization from a remote place with an optimum
level of security. In generally the VPN client of a remote user‘s computer connects to the organization's
VPN gateway. During the connection, the device looks for its authenticity in the network. After the

authentication takes place, the network link gets created so that the remote users can access the internal
networks of the organization (Asati et al. 2014). They can access the file servers, intranets and printers
as well as local user can do. The remote access VPN requires security which it gets from the SSL or
IPsec. SSL or Secure Socket Layers are used for the single application. The concept is not preferred for
the entire internal network. The VPNs which provide Layer to Access to the system require protocol
other than IP. Those rules are termed as PPTP or L2TP. These are tunneling protocols which run across
the IP connections (Baum and Voit 2014). This kind of model is required to be designed for such
organizations who prefer wirlesless network for transferring data.

2. Objectives
The project objectives include providing IBasis technology for the users. The IBasis technology should
be secure, manageable, scalable and redundant. An example is the International Sales Force, who are
dedicated to access the corporate resources. It is a dial up solution still existing today. It is built on a
Cisco Secure Access Control Server (ACS) authentication server and a Cisco AS5300 utilizing two T1/PRI circuits. IBasis has aimed to provide more accessibility of internet throughout the globe. It is
developed for better utilization of the benefits of the VPN solution. If a VPN solution is implemented,
then it becomes an alternative for the dial up connections for the corporate resources (Border et al.
2015). The technology eventually helps the users sitting at a remote location to access the local Internet
Service Providers (ISP). The get connected to the network through the use of cable modem or xDSL. In
the procedure, they eventually notice a reduction in cost and increase in the throughput. It should be
ensured that the VPN solution will be able to support its client at the fullest extent meeting their desires.
They should be able to provide support to their each customer of atleast fifty users. They should ensure
that each year‘s future growth is 100%. IBasis has planned for the creation of dynamic passwords. They
have planned to do this work by proper utilization of token password technology initiated by Cisco
Secure Authentication Server (Unnimadhavan et al. 2016). Thus, it will be done to complement the
security structure of Cisco.
The IT departments often face challenges regarding support to the user communities and setting the
expectation for the remote users. IBasis also looks for supportive technical documentation for fast
adaptation for their users and IT staffs. For support, the project aims to develop a user manual which
will guide the user through every step. The project also initiates an interactive Computer Based Training
(CBT) for fast adaptability for the users and IT staffs. A user feedback process is also required to carry
on the project. REALTECH also has the recommendation for such process (Bragg et al. 2013). It is a
very crucial part of the project as it will help to identify the exact needs of the users community.

1.3 Description of the Problem
The most common problems that are detected are in generally of four types. They are:


The VPN connection gets rejected.



The connection without authorization gets accepted.



Certain locations which lie beyond the VPN server are not reached.



A tunnel can not be established.

It is a massive probem if the VPN connection gets rejected. This kind of problem is very much standard.
There may be another kind of issues which can also create problems resulting to the rejection of the
VPN. If it has been noticed that the VPN connections have turned down for some unknown reasons, the
Router and Remote Access Service should be primarily checked whether they are properly functioning
(Bragg et al. 2015). The functionalities can be verified by going to the Control Panel of the server and
clicking the Administrative Tools icon. After clicking the Administrative Tools, the Services icon
should be clicked. As the service gets verified, it is required to keep on pinging the VPN server by IP
address from the VPN client in a continuous manner. The pinging procedure is needed to be done
initially to check the existence of the basic TCP / IP (Brahim et al. 2012). If the pinging gets successful,
then the server is required to be pinged again.
The issue can be related to other problems detected while routing. For an instance, if any user is dealing
without any medium in the VPN server, it's recommended to create a path of static nature between the
server and the client (Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan 2014). The procedure for configuring a static route
is mentioned below.


Go to the Dial-In Tab of the properties sheet of the user in Computers and Active
Directory Users.



Select the Apply A Static Route check box.

The procedure will lead to displaying the Static Routes Dialogue Box on the Windows screen.


Click the Add Route button and enter the network mask and destination IP address in the
given space. Please make sure to leave the metric space at 1.

If the user is using the DHCP server for assignment of the IP addresses to the clients, particular
problems can occur which can make the user not able to go beyond VPN server. A problem that can
occur is about IP conflict. An IP conflict is nothing but all about duplicate IP addresses. The DHCP
server if assigns an IP address to a user which already exists in the network, then the Windows
automatically detects the conflict. It eventually blocks the user from accessing the system. Other
problems may be that a user is not getting an IP address to access the network (Chen et al. 2014). It is
the prime responsibility of the DHCP server for assigning an IP address to the user. If the server is not
able to perform the assignment task, then connections will not take place by any means. There is a
procedure in case of issues in assigning IP addresses where the users are provided IP address from
169.254.x.x range. In such process, Windows perform the assignment task automatically (Cai et al.
2014). If the IP address does not belong to the range of the system's routing tables, then the user will not
be able to access the network.
Difficulties in establishment of a tunnel
If all the functionalities take place as per the standards, but a tunnel is not established between the client
and server, it denotes that there may be two main possibilities causing the problem. The first possibility
may be like that; IP packet filtering is done by one or more routers. It can hamper the traffic in the IP
tunnel. Therefore, it is highly recommended to check the client, the server and all the other machines
that lie between IP packet filters (Xiang et al. 2014). The difficulties can be recovered by following the
procedures.


Click the Advanced button on each Machine‘s TCP / IP Properties sheet.



Select the Options tab from the Advanced TCP / IP Settings Properties sheet.



Select the TCP / IP filtering.



Click the Properties button.

The second possibility can be the existence of proxy server in between the main server and the client.
The proxy server is responsible for translating the NAT on all the traffic between the network and its
client. It, therefore, implies that the packet has been transmitted from the proxy server. The package
does not come with the customer's machine. In some cases, the tunnel can go in a complete deadlock
stage. This kind of situation can occur especially if the VPN server asks for an IP address from its client

(Das et al. 2016). It should always be remembered that L2TP, IPSec, PPTP protocols used in the VPN
networks are often not supported by the NAT firewalls or the low-end proxy servers.
The following project has been developed to initiate a higher level of security in the VPN networks.

1.4 Proposal
This project has been designed to create a model that is based on Virtual Private Network, which will
enhance the defense structure of the Badiepa Solution Limited Company. The defense system will
protect the company from severe threats and attacks (Dimitri et al. 2016). Those threats and attacks
which can destroy or hamper their valuable data.

1.5 Solution
The remote users who access network are protected by the Virtual Private Networks (VPN). To have a
balance in the security structure, the user must be careful in opting the appropriate technologies (Dutta
and Kwok 2013). They always require a proper planning for its usability. The sections mentioned below
gives us a summary of the Rapid Assessment and its related research. The summarization can also be
done on the recommendation of the solution.
The determinants of the IBasis VPN Solution are given below:


Identification of the VPN technologies that are the best fit for the requirements.



Determination of the necessary network elements that are required for the
implementation of the solution.



Placing the network elements so that they can be fully active in functionality and security
(Dutta et al. 2014).

1.6 Overview of the design
The below-mentioned requirements have been identified during the discovery process.


The solution is aimed to complement Badiepa Solution Limited Company. The solution
is based on the Cisco product line.



Usage of VPN technology can lead the user to access the network



The proper utilization of the system and its associated software can be done by the
solution.



The remote users and the sales force who are traveling are located throughout the world.



In the case to avoid theft of the actual VPN client, the technology of user authentication
is required (Figueira et al. 2013).



Internally defined resources are needed to be accessed.



The solution must be in that structure so that it can be properly managed. The solution
will also aim for minimization of support requirements.

The design which has been produced consists of utilization of the existing Cisco 7120-4T1 VPN router.
The addition of an Integrated Service Module (ISM) also leads to an unrestricted, complimentary license
for Cisco VPN client software.
A rigorous discussion has been done with the IBasis. The decision taken was that 7120 specifications of
50+ Mbps throughput and 175 Kbps are proper for the current. (in ISM there are 2000 parallel users and
90 Mbps throughput). It has been seen that 7140 specifications can provide better performance
(Goldwasser et al. 2013). It can also provide a better redundant supply of power. But the thing is that the
time it will take to receive the new router is not acceptable to IBasis. IBasis has many employees who
reside overseas. They can have an urgent need for accessing the corporate resources. In such cases, the
time for completion of the VPN solution is a critical factor (Gong et al. 2013). In the current era, IBasis
is incurring the costs of the international users. They are dialing into AS5300 access server.

1.6 Summary of VPN Technologies
The main technologies that are associated with VPN solutions are mentioned here. They are encryption
standards, authentication methods, and methods of tunneling.

1.6.1 Tunnelling
The above mentioned protocol encapsulates the layer 2 or layers three protocols into the other protocols.
It is used to be transported over the internet. A virtual communication path is developed using this
protocol. This kind of protocol is mentioned as "tunnels." By the help of this type of technology, a
company does not require the expensive leased line structure in its Wide Area Communication. As an
alternative, they create ―tunnels‖ across public networks. There are some standard protocols of tunneling

(Gorbunov et al. 2015). The Internet Protocol Security or IPSec, Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol or L2TP,
Point to Point Tunneling or PPTP are some of the examples of tunneling.

1.6.2 Encryption
The word ―cryptography‖ comes from the word ―kryptos‖, that implies hidden. The concept uses the
algorithms to ensure the security of information. Cipher is a process where encryption and decryption,
both can be done. Encryption is a process of converting data into an unreadable form. The method of
encryption consists of Data Encryption Standard (DES), RC4, Blowfish and International Data
Encryption Algorithm (IDEA).
Encryption is the techniques which use algorithms. These algorithms are based on keys to encrypt and
decrypt information. The main algorithms are of two types, symmetric and asymmetric. The symmetric
algorithms based on the secret key and the asymmetric algorithms based on the public key (Hasan
2014). The secret key algorithm uses the same key for encryption and decryption whereas the public key
algorithm uses a different key for decryption and encryption. Cipher programs use a public key to
encrypt data. The public key known to any person or user. In the case of decrypting the information,
some other key is required, which is the private key. The user can only decrypt the information if he has
the knowledge of the private key. The single bit of plain text encrypted by the Secret-Key algorithms.
The algorithm can also encode some bits of plain text at one time. The first case is termed as Stream
Cipher whereas the second instance termed as the block cipher (Gong et al. 2013). DES, IDEA, RC4,
and DES are the examples of the secret key algorithms.

1.7 Analysis and comparison of VPN technology
1.7.1 Tunneling
The Point to Point Protocol (PPP) has an extension Point to Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). It
encapsulates the local traffic into PPP. The Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) packets are then
required to sent through the IP network. Microsoft has recently implemented a PPTP that uses a
protocol. The protocol termed as Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (MS-CHAPv1). It
utilized for the purpose of authentication. Another usage is for Microsoft's Point to Point Encryption
(MPPE). The implemented PPTP of Microsoft did not reach the stage of maturity regarding
authentication and encryption. The password of users is often used for hash algorithms. This kind of
algorithms used as an alternative to storing key change algorithm like Diffie-Hellman or Internet Key
Exchange (IKE). Certain weaknesses are required to fixed. The weaknesses are of MS-CHAPv1 that is

needed to set with MS-CHAPv2 (Hasan 2014). The corrected version is available in Dial Up
Networking (DUN)‘s version 1.3.
Another tunneling protocol that tunnels the PPP traffic is the L2TP or Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol. The
features in Layer 2 Forwarding or L2F and PPTP combined in L2TP. The methods of authentication
include MS-CHAP, PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) and CHAP.
IPSec provides data confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of transmitted data. It is therefore not a
tunneling protocol. This kind of rules used in case of communication between two end points. It is done
by hiding one protocol into other. The encapsulation process is applied to protect the original contract
during the transmission (Hines et al. 2015). IPSec used for encrypting the original information. It also
makes the data undecipherable during transmission. The methods of authentication can only do the
decryption of information at the both endpointsuthentication.

1.7.2 Methods of Encryption
 The algorithms for encryption are entirely possible for deciphering in the given resources
and time. It aims to make the overall process much difficult.
 The usage of Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a 64-bit block size. It is a block cipher.
It implies that information can take under encryption in blocks of 64 bits.
 A regular DES‘s extension is Triple-DES (3DES) that uses 128-bit public-key.
 Blowfish is a kind of block cipher. It uses a 64-bit block size. It can also use a variable
keys of length which can be up to 448 bits (Kamite et al. 2014).
 Another kind of block cipher is the International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA). It
uses the 128 bit key.
 RC4 is also a kind of stream cipher. It uses a variable-bit key (40/128).
 The encryption solutions are Cisco Encryption Technology (CET) and Microsoft‘s Point
to Point Encryption (MPPE). There are some fewer features which are required to meet
the requirements of IBasis.

1.7.3 VPN’s Advantages and Disadvantages
To build an inexpensive private network, VPN is an ultimate choice. To avoid the usage of leased
private lines which is very much costly, opting the usage of internet is a wise decision due to its cost
effectiveness. There are several costs for a company to incur for implementation of the network. One is
the hardware cost and the other is for the software used to authenticate the users. The additional cost
required for mechanisms such as authentication tokens or other devices prepared for security. The VPN
connections have more flexibility, speed and its easy for implementation. Due to this reason, it has
become an ideal option for a corporation which looks for less cost efficient network structure (Khanna et
al. 2015). For an instance, it can be said that an organization can adjust the number of sites as per the
varying requirements.
Their usage of VPN also has several disadvantages. There may be packet loss and performance issues
due to lack of Quality of Service (QOS) in the communication through the internet. If any adverse
network effects occur outside of the private network, then the VPN administrator is not able to do
anything. As a result, the big corporate houses always pay a high amount for trusted VPNs to ensure
Quality of Service. In VPN connections, Vendor Interoperability is again a disadvantage. It is due to the
reason that VPN technologies adopted from one vendor may not be compatible with VPN technologies
of another supplier (Klein et al. 2012). These advantages were not able to reduce the acceptance and
deployment of VPN technology.

Figure: Virtual Private Network: Posted on June 29, 2014, by Motiur Rahman

The concrete meaning of VPN is, therefore, Virtual Private Network. The system used for security and
privacy of personal computer and laptops during usage of internet (Kompella 2012). In generally, the
internet user access VPN to change their IP.

1.8 Resources
The development of the model based on the rewiring of the following resources.
I. Access points which are secured wireless
II. Gateways of Application
III. Control Servers
IV. Authentication Servers (Kothari and Fernando 2012)

1.9 Special Conditions / Constraints
Mechanisms of security:

VPNs are not able to make the online connections to be completely anonymous. They can enhance the
level of privacy and safety. VPNs in generally allow authenticated remote access. It also provides the
usage of encryption techniques.
VPNs ensure the security by usage of tunneling protocols (Koushik et al. 2014). They often provide that
security through encryption procedures. The security model of VPN provides:


Confidentiality in the case of network traffic sniffed at the level of the packet. If the
system gets attacked, then the attacker can notice the data encrypted.



Authentication of the sender regarding prevention from the unauthorized access to VPN.



The integrity of the message for detecting the instances of tampering along with the
transmitted messages (Kshirsagar and Thomas 2012).

The VPN-based protocols include the following:


The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) initially developed the Internet Protocol or
IPSec for IPv6. It required in all standards-compliant implementations. The
implementations are of IPv6 before RFC6434 has made a recommendation to it. The

protocol mainly used for IPv4 and Tunneling protocol of Layer 2. The design of the
protocol meets the requirements given below:
Confidentiality, authentication, and integrity. IPSec mainly used for encryption purpose;
it aimed for encapsulation of the IP packet inside the other one. The reverse process,
therefore, decryption happens at the tunnel end. The IP packet gets encapsulated and
becomes forwarded to its destination.
The SSL or TLS or Transport Layer Security can tunnel the traffic from the network entirely. Such kind
of tunneling is done in the case of Open VPN project as well as Soft Ether VPN project. This type of
VPN connections is provided by the vendors. The Transport Layer Security or SSL VPN has the
capability to connect the networks. It always complies with the rules of firewall and the translation of
Network Address (Le Roux et al. 2013). The VPN also connects through SSL in the case of the trouble
in IPSec.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
To check the background, a large number of articles have reviewed. The models and methods regarding
VPNs have studied in an extensive manner for understanding the technology (Liu et al. 2014)). The
details are given below.

2.2 Literature Review based on Domain


Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) – It used in Cisco. The Open Connect
VPN and AnyConnect VPN required for resolution of the issues. It's the tunneling
through the UDP of SSL/TLS.



The Point to Point Tunneling Protocol functions with Microsoft Point to Point
Encryption (MPPE) in several compatible implementations on other platforms.



The SSTP or Microsoft Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol has a tunneling contact with
Layer 2 tunneling protocol through an SSL 3.0 channel. It tunnels with Point to Point
protocol. (SSTP came in notice in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista Pack 1.)



Multi Path Virtual Private Network (MPVPN) – Its owned by the traditional system
development companies (Liyanage and Gurtov 2013).



Secure Shell (SSH) VPN – The SSH, which are open, provides the tunneling of VPN,
which can connect the inter-network links. It provides a limited numbered channels of
concurrency. This kind of architecture does not support the personal authentication.

1. Authentication
As the VPNs established, it must be made sure that the authentication of the tunnel endpoints has been
done. The remote access VPNs created for access user use various methods including cryptography,
biometrics, passwords or two-factor authentication. The tunnel connections often employ the digital
certificates or passwords. Here the user's intervention is not at all required (Liyanage et al. 2016). The
establishment of tunnel happens automatically by keeping the key in the store.

2. Routing
In the point to point network topology, the tunneling protocol can be active. But in such case, it can not
be treated as the VPN. It can say due to that reason as VPN supports the arbitrary nodes along with the
mobile networks. The software-defined interface of the tunnel is mostly compatible with the
implemented routers (McDysan 2013). The conventional protocols of routing are in generally followed
by the customized VPNs.

3. VPN building blocks of provider provision
By operation in the Layer 3 or Layer, 2 of the supplier provisioned VPN (PPVPN), it can state that the
blocks that have been built are either of L2 or L3 or may be the combined structure of the two. Mostly
the combined structure is denoted by the Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) (Mullick et al. 2013).

RFC4026 frequently follows the L3 and L2 VPNs. In generally they have taken place in RFC2547.
Lewis and Cisco Press also provides this kind of information on the device.

4. Customer (C) devices
This type of device not attached to the service provider's network but with the client's system. This
device does not have the knowledge of the VPN.

Edge Device of the Customer (CE)
This kind of device lays at the edge of the client's network. It typically supports the client to access to
the PPVPN. In some instances, it becomes a point of demarcation in between the responsibility of the
customer and the service provider (Pati et al. 2014). The rest of the service providers provides the power
for configuration to the customers.

Edge Device of the Provider (PE)
This kind of devices usually connects the customer networks and gives the view of the provider for the
client site. It lays at the edge of the network of the supplier. PEs in generally maintain the state of the
VPN. They are usually aware of the VPNs that typically connect to them.

Device of the Provider (P)
There is no such direct interface to any endpoint of the customer with the P device. It operates in the
core network of the provider. In some cases for an instance, provider run tunnels that belong to PPVPNs
of different customers might provide routing. For the implementation of PPVPNs, P device is the key
part. The device does not implement VPN state. The device is is also unaware of the VPN. The principal
role of the device is to allow the service provider to scale its PPVPN offerings. For an example, it
represents itself as the multiple PE device's points of aggregation (Sahai and Waters 2014). In between
the primary locations of the providers, P to P connections are treated as often high capacity optical links.

5. PPVPN Service of User Visibility
The section particularly deals with the VPN types. The models considered in the IETF.
OSI Layer 2 Services.

Virtual LAN

It is a kind of Layer 2 technique that allows the coexistence of the broadcast domains of multiple LAN;
it's interconnected by the trunks through the usage of IEEE802. The protocols of trucking types have
become obsolete. The old rules include Link of Inter-Switch (ISL), IEEE 802.0. The IEEE 802.0 is
originally protocol made for security. But its basically a subset which has introduced for trucking
purpose (Sajassi et al. 2014). Other kinds of old rules are the Emulation of ATM LAN (LANE).

Private LAN Service of Virtuality (VPLS)
This type of LAN service developed by the IEEE. To share common trunking, the VLANs also allow
the multiple tagged LANs. The VLANs comprise the facilities that are owned by the customer. In the
OSI Layer 1 services, the VPLS typically supports the emulation of both points to point topologies. The
VPLS also supports the emulation of topologies of a point to multipoint nature. The discussed methods
usually make an extension of Layer 2 technologies. Those techniques categorized as 802.1q and 802.1d
(Salaam et al. 2014). This kind of trunking of LAN done over the transports. An example is the Metro
Ethernet.

2.3 Literature Review based on Technology
The VPLS is ordinarily a PPVPN of Layer 2 which uses the context. It is not a private line. It has the
full functionality of the Local Area Network (LAN) of tradition. It can say from the standpoint of a user
that, VPLS can make the interconnection between several LAN segments. It can make the interlinks
over an optical, provider core or packet switched segments. The base made of transparency to the user
(Shokhor and Shigapov 2013). It can make the LAN segments of small area act like a single LAN.
In the VPLS system, the emulation of a bridge of learning is done by the provider network. It optionally
includes the service of VLAN.
Pseudo Wire
The Pseudo Wire or PW is quite same to the VPLS. The Pseudo Wire has the potential to provide
different L2 protocols in the ends of both sides. Normally, the interface of such PW is the WAN
protocol. The example of such protocol is the Frame Relay or the Asynchronous Mode of Transfer. The
Virtual Private LAN service or the IPLS should be made appropriate for aiming to provide the LAN
appearance (Si et al. 2014). The LAN will be therefore contiguous between two or more locations.
IP tunneling based Ethernet

An example for an Ethernet which relies on IP tunneling protocol specification is the Ether IP (RFC
3378). The mechanism for packet encapsulation has involved in EtherIP. The EtherIP has no protection
for message integrity. It also lacks confidentiality. The Soft Ether program of VPN and the network
stack of Free BSD has introduced the Ether IP.
IP-only LAN-like service (IPLS)
The L3 capabilities are already present in the CE devices. The IPLS are nothing but the subset of VPLS.
The IPLS service in generally provides packets (Simon et al. 2015). They don‘t provide any frames. The
IPLS typically supports the IPV6 or the IPV4.

PPVPN architectures of OSI Layer 3
The segment in generally discusses the central structures of the PPVPNs. In this part, the PE makes a
disambiguation for a duplicate address in a single routing service. In another case, the PE does have a
virtual router in every VPN. In the standard approach, its variants, have got the maximum attention.
The PPVPN frequently involves many challenges. Such challenges include different customers who are
using the address space in common. Such joint space includes the IPv4 address space. The provider
should have the ability for disambiguating the addresses of overlapping nature (Stokes et al. 2014).
Those overlapping addresses will be in the PPVPNs of the multiple customers.

Signal Hiding Methods: The various types of signal hiding include the following:
1. MPLS/BGP PPVPN- RFC 2547 defines this method in which the BGP extensions broadcast the
routes present in address group of IPv4 VPN, that are comprises of 12-byte string, which begins from a
Route Distinguisher (RD) of 8-byte while ends with an address of 4 byte IPv4. The main purposes of
RDs are to authorize the duplicate addresses in the same PE.
The purpose of PEs is to investigate the topology of every VPN, which gets interconnected with the
tunnels known as MPLS, in a direct way or with the help of P routers (Sundarrajan et al. 2014). The
MPLS consists of Label Switch Routers and P routers beyond VPNs consciousness.
2. PPVPN Virtual Router- As hostile to BGP/MPLS methods, the Virtual Router architecture do not
need any modification in the pre-existing protocols of routing such as BGP. With the help of logically
autonomous routing domains, a VPN that the consumer acts is wholly responsible for the space of

address. There are several MPLS-tunnels, which comprises of various PPVPNs that are authorized by
their label, and they do not need any distinguisher for routing.

Unencrypted Tunnels
Few virtual networks are present which are not using the method of encryption to protect and to bring
privacy to their data (Van Der Merwe et al. 2014). The VPNs provides security by with the help of an
unencrypted network overlay, which not suitable for the trusted or secured arrangements. For example,
using Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) for performing a tunnel set up between two hosts may
comprise of a virtual private network, which is not secure and trustworthy.
The method of resident plaintext protocols for tunneling which consists of Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol
(L2TP) while performing the construction without including the Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption
(MPPE) or Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) and IPsec.

Entrusted networks for delivery
The entrusted VPNs are not using the method of cryptographic tunneling and instead of that, they
depend on the individual provider's network for protecting the traffic.


Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP), known as a principles-oriented substitution, and
which involves in captivating the appropriate characteristics from each of the two healing
VPN protocols namely as Cisco‘s Layer 2 Forwarding (L2F) (which becomes obsolete
after 2009) and the Microsoft‘s Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) (Wijnands et
al. 2015).



The VPNs are overlaid by the Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) which consists of
quality-of-service control upon a reliable delivery network.

From the security point of view, VPNs either need to enforce the security within the VPN mechanism or
trusts the major delivery system. If the trusted delivery systems do not run on the physically secure sites
only then both the safe and trusted techniques, require a mechanism for authentication for the users to
obtain the right to use the VPN.

Use of VPNs in mobile surroundings
Mobile VPNs are set up in such a way that the endpoint of the VPN is not configured to an individual IP
address though they move crosswise in different networks comprises of networking data between
multiple Wi-Fi access points and also from cellular carriers. The mobile VPNs are used for bringing the
public security, in which they offer law prosecution officers the approach to the serious mission
operations, including the criminal databases and computer-assisted dispatch during their travel between
various subnets present in the mobile network (Van Der Merwe et al. 2014). Mobile VPNs also plays a
crucial role in the field of service management and are also used by healthcare organizations and other
industries.
Recently, the mobile professionals are also adopting the use of mobile VPNs, as they require some
stable connections. The uses of mobile VPNs are increasing as they help the users to roam in a seamless
manner through the overall networks available. During the incoming and outgoing from any wireless
exposure, mobile VPNs are used which helps in continuation of the application session without any
losing or reducing of the secure VPN session. A conservative Virtual Private Network is unable to stay
alive on these types of events since the overall tunnel of the network is disturbed, which results in a time
out, disconnection, failure of applications, or even results in damage to the computing devices.
As an alternative to logically connecting the physical IP address with the endpoint of the network, each
tunnel of the system is connected with a fixed IP address within the appliance. The purpose of software
in mobile VPN is to maintain the sessions of the network in a transparent manner between the user and
the application and also to handle the basic network authentication (Stokes et al. 2014). From the
learning by the Internet Engineering Work Force, it is evident that the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) is
prepared for supporting the flexibility of host by differentiating the work of IP address to identify the
host from their performance locator available in the network of IP. With the help of HIP, a host of a
mobile can maintain their rational connection, which is recognized through the host identification
identifier during the connection with various IP addresses while meandering among the right to use the
network protocols.

Use of VPN on Routers
The use of VPN is increasing day by day, and many people are focusing on the implementation of VPN
connectivity o their routers for bringing some extra security and for encryption of data communication
by different types of cryptographic methods. After fixing the Virtual Private Network services within a
router, it will enable the attached device(s) to employ the Virtual Private Network when it gets on. This

technique provides ease in setting up of the Virtual Private Networks on the devices, which does not
contain any local Virtual Private Network clients including Gaming Consoles, Smart Televisions, and so
on (Simon et al. 2015). Implementing the VPNs on the routers also allows in bringing network
scalability and enhances the cost savings.
There are many router manufacturers such as Netgear, Asus, and Cisco Linksys those who are supplying
routers with inbuilt Virtual Private Network clients. Since the routers are not supporting all the relevant
Virtual Private Network protocols including Open Virtual Private Network, many of these
manufacturers provide their router with substitute open source firmware, which comprises of Tomato,
Open WRT, and DD-WRT, and they support a multiple numbers of VPN protocols including the Open
VPN and PPTP.
Limitations: Not all the routers are well matched with open source firmware. They depend on inbuilt
flash memory and processor. Firmware such as DD-WRT requires Broadcom chipsets and a minimum
of 2MB flash memory. Setting up of VPN services on any router it is necessary to have an in-depth
information of network safety and proper fixing. Small disarrangement of any Virtual Private Network
connection can make the network vulnerable (Si et al. 2014). The performance depends on the ISP of
the VPN connections and their reliability.
Networking Limitations
One of the key drawbacks of conventional VPN is that they do not allow connecting or supporting the
transmitting domains and are point-to-point in nature. Hence, the communication and software
networking, which are dependable on broadcast packets and layer two, including the NetBIOS that the
Windows networking uses. These factors do not entirely support or work accordingly since they would
be on a real Local Area Networkv (Shokhor and Shigapov 2013). Modifications to Virtual Private
Network including the layer two tunneling protocols and Virtual Private LAN are prepared for
overcoming these sort of limitations.
A VPN is usually a virtual version of a safe, secure form of physical network, which comprises of a web
of computers that are connected for sharing the files and various resources. VPNs also connect itself
with the outside world with the help of Internet and which in turn allows securing the normal Internet
traffic in accumulation of corporate assets.

Implementation of the Star Methodology
The section is going to discuss the VPN‘s Implementation Technique, which allows to track the
landmark for this particular project, enhances the easiness of literary creation and generalization of the
deployment processes.

Figure: Diagram of Star Topology
In the case of Star topology, all the different networking components are linked with an intermediate
device known as "hub." It might be a switch, a hub, and even a router. Every workstations are connected
to intermediate device by the help of point-to-point attachment in the star topology. For this reason,
every computer is not directly attached to each and every node with the help of "hub".
All the data present the star topology goes through the central-device before getting to the actual
destination (Salaam et al. 2013). The centre serves as a connection for connecting the various points
available in the Star Network and also controls and manages the overall networking structure. ―Hub‖
acts as an indication booster or repeater taking the help of central device it is using. The intermediate
devices also get the opportunity to communicate with the other available hubs of different networks. For
connecting the workstations to the central node, it is necessary to use Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP)
Ethernet cable.
Benefits of Star Topology



Bus Topology is not providing a better performance as that of Star topology. The signals do not
gets transmitted necessarily through all the workstations. A sent signal reaches the actual
destination after going through 2-3 links and 3-4 devices. The basic performance of the network
totally depends upon the volume of the central hub (Sahai and Waters 2014).



In a star topology, there is no difficulty while connecting the current devices or nodes. Without
affecting the overall network, the new nodes can be added quickly. In the same way, the
components can also be removed in a straightforward manner.



The use of centralized management in star topology helps in network monitoring. The
inactiveness of any single link or point does not influence the overall networking structure. It is
quite easy for troubleshooting and detecting the breakdown at a particular moment.

Demerits of Star Topology


Very much dependency is there in the mid-device, which is one of the drawbacks of a star
topology. If it becomes inactive, then the overall network gets a failure.



The using of a switch, a router, or a hub as an intermediate device enhances the regular price
of the network structure (Sajassi et al. 2014).



The presentation and the number of nodes that are integrated into these types of topologies
are very dependent upon the capability of the fundamental device.

Pre-Implementation
Different steps that are available in this pre-implementation phase will start soon after the acceptance
and delivery of this particular project.
Acquisition of the hardware and requiring software are dependent on the suggested solution series
present in the suggested Virtual Private Network Software and Elements. Additional components
including the hubs and cables are enlisted as the duties of iBasis (Pati et al. 2014).

The resolution, which is recommended, implements the 168-bit encryption present in the Cisco 7120
router and the listing needed for good encryption IOS software need to be completed while the process
of purchasing the software.

Development and Plan acknowledgment
I am going to give the Badiepa Solution Limited Company two separate output for ensuring the
suggested solution which is repeatedly experienced and customized to fulfill iBasis‘s needs. The
deliverables for the Badiepa Solution Limited Company includes:
1. Test Plan- I am going to develop a test plan for verifying the functionality of the suggested VPN
solution. iBasis is going to validate and review the test plan for addressing the expected problems which
were not seen before by REALTECH (Mullick et al. 2013). Virtual Private Network test structure
typically consists of user structure testing and network structure testing. The overall test arrangement
comprises of:
 The IP connectivity from the network systems to the user systems
 Functions of VPN authorization
 Connectivity between VPN client and VPN router
 VPN users‘ system ability for browsing Network Neighborhood
 Virtual Private Network Client NT login domain
 Virtual Private Network Session expiry on timeout
2. User response plan- The Badiepa Solution Limited Company‘s employee is going to find six test
users those who are going to use the VPN solution. The six test users are necessary to be present for
ensuring the entire test of this result (McDyson 2013). With the completion of the six criteria, the user
installs and configures the Virtual Private Network Client software and then they are asked to fill up a
response questionnaire. The total response questionnaire, the distribution and collection techniques will
be developed to maintain a partnership with BSLC for maximizing the overall efficiency of this system.

Configuration of Sample Structure
While the implementation process, the sample structure arrangement, and settings is to be done
depending on the following fundamentals:

1. Cisco-Catalyst 6509- It is necessary to reverse a switch-port on both the external and internal Virtual
Local Area Networks present within the Catalyst 6509 for replacing the Cisco 7100 router. The tasks of
the port are needed to be done by the iBasis IT staffs (Liyanage et al. 2016). These ports are ultimately
configured manually by setting up of 100 Mb full duplex also to fast port permit.
2. Cisco 7120 Router- The configuration of both the internal and external Fast Ethernet need to be
interfaced with IP addresses (as given by iBasis) on the router and overall description regarding the
interfaces need to be there. The configuration of the router is done for client commenced VPN access. It
comprises of the ISAKMP transform map, the client dynamic map with full authentication, the
formation of the internal VPN IP address pool, and the IPSec encryption algorithm. The iBasis IT staffs
need to provide the network address range, and it shall comprise of a total class C network. The Xauth
for authenticating the access required by the user uses TACACS+. A Cisco Safe Server is going to
handle these TACACS+ authentication requirements (Liyanage and Gurtov 2013). The Cisco Safe
Server is going to perform an investigation with the help of NT domain SAM databases for the
justification of request. The routing for the internal interfaces will be handled by the OSPF, which
insists the VPN traffic throughout the internal network. A static route is going to perform the routing for
the external interfaces. It is going to point to the HSRP address present in the exterior routers.
3. Cisco Virtual Private Network Client 1.1 security policy- The REALTECH is going to produce a
Virtual Private Network client security policy from a pre-existing Virtual Private Network Security
Policy Editor. This security policy is going to serve as a standard procedure for every Virtual Private
Network clients (Liu et al. 2014). The configuration of safety policy editor comprises of the following:
 Addition of new policy for connection
 Configuration of Safe Gateway Address
 Configuration of customer‘s identification
 Configuration of pre-shared key
 Configuration of authentication request
 Shape of key exchange request
 Shape of key exchange request
 Configuration of SA lifetimes for permitting for timeout session

 Configuration of encryption techniques and authentication
Completing the overall setup, the Virtual Private Network policy is going to save safely in a file and the
file is going to be conveyed and uploaded into the other Virtual Private Network clients (Le Roux et al.
2013).
4. ‘Sign off’ and Inspecting drafts- The inspecting drafts and ‗sign off‘ is the ultimate phase of the
procedure of documentation before the allocation to the test users. The document is going to be
reviewed by iBasis and accordingly they will offer feedbacks/comments to REALTECH. Later on, the
consideration of the comments and implementation of any diversity, the documents is going to be
circulated among the test users at the time of deployment of the project. The feedbacks and comments of
iBasis are going to be included in the user handbook (Koushik et al. 2014). At the end of the
documentation, the final changes are made, both the REALTECH and iBasis are going to ‗sign-off‘
based on the available manuscript and make it prepared for delivery.

Formation of CBT
CBT is going to be developed for providing VPN client training to the IT users. The training department
of the organization also to engineers of Badiepa Solution Limited Company is going to perform
intimately with the help of IT for customizing the CBT. Later on, the user handbook is formed, and then
the BSLC's Training Department will be creating an active planning of the project depending on the
sources that are required for the completion of the task.
For developing the security model, it was necessary to choose a prototype methodology. With the help
of that method, a working prototype of the particular model has been designed for checking the
functional effectiveness and efficiency of conception, before setting up the actual system (Kothari and
Fernando 2012). The working prototype undergoes several changes during the various developmental
stages, and ultimately the finalized model is deployed with the final operational system.
While the designing of this prototype model the following tasks are done:
i.

Congregation of requirements

ii.

Probability Lessons

iii.

System Study

iv.

Design of Software

v.

Testing and Coding

vi.

Addition as well as Execution

Chapter 3. Design and Analysis
3.1 Introduction
Design and analysis play a crucial role in conducting any technological project since the overall ideas
produced from some comprehensive survey of the pre-existing fictional works are considered to be of
enormous support to develop the model designing that could necessarily serve the project purpose. The
extensive ranges of fictional works that have been analyzed in this project were significant in the
process of constructing the VPN models (Klein et al. 2012). This VPN model in turn reduce the
vulnerabilities of the wireless networks comprising of security attacks and several threats that are always
made by the intruders. There is no need to say that the deployment of such a model would be beneficial
in hampering the hostile tasks that are done by the invaders.
The discussion regarding the designed prototype is present in the following section which tries to reduce
the susceptibilities of the wireless network structures.

3.2 Efficient and non-efficient needs
3.2.1 Efficient needs
The economic needs of the systems that are prepared by reducing the sensitivity of the wireless
networks of several attacks and threats are mentioned in this section:
1. Management of Conduct: The available system need to check the efficiency of the scheme (Khanna
et al. 2012).
2. Composition Management: The available system need to work properly while doing composition
management of the network.
3. Network usage management and account management: The available system needs to concentrate
on the management of account and the management of the usage of the network.
3.2.2 Non-efficient needs
The non-efficient needs of the overall system are discussed in the below unit:

1. Wrong administration- The available system need to identify each and every problem that are going
to occur while experiencing the wireless networks. The proposed system is required to solve the
problems by fixing those challenges and need to organize reports regarding those circumstances (Kamite
et al. 2014). The proposed system also needs to keep records of the defects that were identified.
2. Protective administration- the Protective management is also a non-efficient need for designed
system. The structural administrator needs to bring changes in the warm settings of the system in such a
way that the network resources perform well on the deployed security guidelines by the production
institution.
3. With the help of designed system, the security management needs to recognize those resources which
are essential for the good performance of the wireless network. Determination of resources plays a
crucial role in helping the management team to allocate the convenience of user resources.
4. The designed system needs to provide the customers with the power to connect several nodes present
in the system (Hines et al. 2015).
3.2 Discussion regarding the Investigation with Confirmation
Different types of security models are prepared which fundamentally fulfill the needs of the systems by
considering the different efficient and non-effective needs.
The various security models need to provide the core functionalities which includes performance
management of the different access nodes for ensuring the protection of the overall wireless network.
The tasks that are connected with the overall performance controlling of the network which consists of
the dimensions of the average levels of access needs or data requirements that the network user is
requested (Hasan 2014). The measurement of the line operation or controlling the active user response
times which allows the recognition of different wireless performance.
The functionality of composition management is related to the safeguarding of the overall inventory of
network with exact configuration of the wireless network structure. The saved information of this
process would be beneficial in the discovery of several issues, which might occur because of the
problem of interoperability of the structure (Gorbunov et al. 2014).
The accounts administration is necessary for measuring the amount of information or data that the user
of the system uses. It is also a need for keeping the records of the total billable amount required for such

reasons. Appropriate administration of the account assures the fact that all the network resources are
working effectively as a whole, and no uneven access point is in used within the secured network.
Hence, by the findings described by experienced researchers doing research in this particular field, it is
quite evident that the safety structures need to apply the previous performance (Gong et al. 2013).
During the conduction of the literature review, we came to several resources, which illustrated that the
use of cloud services could be beneficial in securing the wireless connections. Hence, it is fixed that the
formation of data storage by the business association, maintaining the backup of data and calculating the
data access would ultimately execute by the Cloud-oriented service provider such as SAS.
Project Designing

Figure: Network related diagram
In the above illustration, a free designing of the network security model is done which would offer
protection to the Virtual Private Networks. It was stated earlier that the application servers would not be
given the advantage of accessing any sensitive data, and which in turn would allow protection against
the hacking. The overall network is confined with the help of a firewall, which would not the outside
access to the data that are being gathered and transported through the network (Goldwasser et al. 2013).

Double authentication would be implemented for securing the access points to make sure only the
authorized users could get the network access.
Chapter 4: Implementation and Development
The second stage comprises of implementation. This particular stage deals with the configuration and
installation of the apparatus in integration to the allocation of software for clients to the users of six
tests. After the completion of the apparatus arrangement, a testing session will be organized on the trial
plan prepared in the first stage. Different types of questionnaires are going to be collected after the
completion of screening for review (Figueira et al. 2013). At the end of this point, the CBT, as well as
the user manual, will be totally finished and need to be prepared for distribution.
Configuration of Hardware
The essential hardware materials will be installed on the construction network with minimal effect on
the system of iBasis. The necessary hardware configuration comprises of escalating of the Cisco
apparatus, connecting the router to both the internal and external Fast Ethernet networks (which is in a
parallel position to the pre-existing PIX firewall) and insertion of latest ISM module.

Structure arrangement
With the help of the sample configuration document present in the Pre-implementation, all the systems
are going to be configured. The system that requires settings are as follows:
 Cisco Secure Server
 Cisco 7120 Router
 Cisco Catalyst 6509
 Configurations of user laptop
Testing
Based on the developed test plan during the pre-implementation, a test will be performed for the client
initiated VPN solution. For the validation purpose, the test will be carried out under the guidance of
BSLC's staffs. Then I will check the validity of the trial after its completion (Dutta and Kwok 2013).
Finally, the personnel of iBasis test will give a signature after the completion of all the tests present in
the test plan.
Post-certification
After the conclusion of this project, I am going to submit the certification to iBasis. Then I am going to
obtain two paper, which will contain the following:
 Synopsis of the project targets and job completed
 VPN network solution related logical diagram(s)
 Stock of installed hardware components comprising of warranty contracts, part numbers,
and serials
 Both soft copies and hard copies of router configurations and customized switches
 Descriptions and Snapshots of VPN client structure
 Details of laptop structures
 Details of customized server configurations
 User concurrency testing inventory and sign-off (Dimitri et al. 2013)

Deploy rollout maintenance
The engineering staffs of Badiepa Solution Limited Company belong to on-site controlling network
presentation and answering to any problems, which is raised by the workers of BSLC. A standard postrollout maintenance comprises of BSLC engineer for at least two years (4 hours per day) as an on-site
after rollout and is going to be dependable to resolve network connectivity related problems and any
other increasing problems.

Figure: Operational model of the project present in packet tracer

As WEP encryption separately unable to guarantee the network‘s security or the different types of
information that are transferred through the network (Das et al. 2016). For this reason only, the intruders
need to cross a large number of hurdles for gaining the access towards the information, which is quite
useful in different security models. Hence, the same technique has been taken in this particular case. A
dual way of authentication security structure has been developed for securing the structure from any
hateful behavior of the attackers or invaders. The purpose of the secured application gateway is to allow
the authorized users with the access to the nodes present in the wireless security structures. On the other
hand, the validation from the side of user assures that the person involved in making requests for
promoting the use of the wireless network is a legitimate user (Chen et al. 2014). The next part of the
authentication procedure is deployed by using a password system and secured ID. With the proper use
of these two pieces of information, the users need to validate themselves in the well-designed security
system.
Chapter 5. Testing of the Project Evaluation

The designed system needs to be subjected to the below-mentioned testing procedures for gaining surety
about the enhanced security levels of the VPN system. They are as follows:
1. Risk Designing: Different types of components available in the overall system are taken into account
for estimating their different susceptibility to protection threat.
2. Saturation Testing: The overall network security system is reviewed for ensuring the highest level
of safety present in the network, which is termed as saturation network process (Cai et al. 2014). The
different types of applications that runs on the wireless networks are known as the application
penetration test.
3. The various kinds of cookies and information are being stocked on the available devices which are
directly connected to the wireless network require being tested in an orderly manner for testing the
efficiency of system security.

Chapter 6.
6.1 Short Description
This section comprises of a brief description regarding the schedule that is related to the project
progression.

6.2 Gantt Chart
The overall project is going to proceed in the following manner:

Figure: Gantt chart Representation

Project Presentation in Power Point

Chapter 7. Features Works and Constraints
Features Works
As this project is not completed at the college, I am compelled to visit the University for a remarkable
Grade in the significance of having a remote on the usage of packet tracer plot I was unable to finish as
the time given to me at the college was not sufficient (Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan 2014). After the
completion of 2 years at this college, I can grasp a sound knowledge, and I have prepared a good base
on the Network Telecommunication topic. This knowledge, in turn, will brush up my mind with
valuable knowledge regarding the Network Telecommunication and with the help of this important
intellectual baggage I can able to get a good job in future. Since my objective is to work with the large
bank square like Barclays Bank Plc. and hence, this study will open up better opportunities for me

(Brahim et al. 2012). For achieving this goal, I need to work very hard at the University in all the units
that the professor will present to me.
Limitations
While I was doing my project in the college, there was some personal problem occurred and I was
submerged later on. The problem was I did not have enough time to focus on the given project, I need to
drop my children at school and pick them up after the school, and I have to work at night. This situation
occurred due to plenty of workloads and for an attitude. The primary reason for my overflow feeling
was much more to work on. While staying at Saint Patrick's College for the two long years, I have
excellent knowledge and education in the technological field. Right now I am well concerned about the
study of Network Telecommunication (Bragg et al. 2015). The project, which I gave on my own, was
not sufficient to reach my expected grade. The stipulated time for the completion of the project was not
enough. I was unable to use the Packet Tracer in a correct manner after practicing with my friend and
even with my researches. Due to the lack of time, this project cannot be finished in college within time
since I need to learn many things to complete this project, which I have not studied during my two years
course in college. After the completion of my research activities, I met with lecturer Mr. Alan, who have
helped me a lot in focusing on the configuration of packet tracer. I need to finish this project topic
within one year in University.
End meeting
The end meeting achieves the phase 1 of the VPN project solution. The primary requirement of this
meeting is to make an ending summary of the overall plan, and a post-documentation is presented to the
engineers of Badiepa Solution Limited Company.

8. Conclusion
The organization often requires the necessary versatility to support the unknown future. The equipment
that needed is usually of multivendor type. Here IPSec is recommended by I. The IPsec can provide the
organization with three components which are essential (Unnimadhavan et al. 2016). They are essential
in the VPN connections of security which comprises of tunneling, encryption, and authentication of
packets.
The selected protocols of encryption based on the security level that is required. The laws imposed by
the government for import and export of the technology also determines the selected protocol. The 128-

bit strong encryption either used or not will decided by the sensitivity of the information for
transportation. There can be a measurement of performance for the security level. The standard of
security should not increase to a point where the security transmission's performance can degrade in a
substantial manner (Border et al. 2015).
There is an essential factor which defines the solution in the creation of VPN back again in the United
States. Such factors are the International iBasis offices. The United States government initiated
relaxations in the regulations of exporting its 128-bit encryption technology. In such cases, Badiepa
Solution Limited Company always keeps their eye with the laws governing in other countries. Due to
this reason, implementation of minimal bit size key used for encryption and decryption has been decided
(Baum and Voit 2012). The 3DES and DES methods of encryption are allowed to the usage of IPSec
and the product line of Cisco.
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